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Author’s response to reviews:

Editor Comments:

1. Author contributions.
-Please consider the list of authors as it currently stands with reference to our guidelines regarding qualification for authorship (http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#authorship).

Currently, the contributions of authors EDV and AD do not automatically qualify them for authorship. Please provide clarification - DONE

-Please amend “EM writed the manuscript” to “EM wrote the manuscript” -DONE

2. Funding.
-Please amend “EM writed the manuscript” to “EM wrote the manuscript”, to be grammatically correct - DONE.

3. Corresponding author email address.
-The corresponding author email address is listed differently in the manuscript to on the Editorial Manager system. Please change the email address in the manuscript so that it matches the email
address provided on the Editorial Manager system - My previously e-mail will not exist in the future, so I updated the system with my new e-mail address.